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The ability of ground-based GNSS receivers to detect tropo-
spheric water vapor was demonstrated during the early
1990s. Thanks to its stability in time and the high precision
of its measurement of wet delays and integrated water vapor
content (IWV), operating in any weather condition, GNSS
became a key technique in operationalmeteorological obser-
vations. The increasing number of navigation satellites orbit-
ing Earth and the continuous worldwide deployment of
dense networks will enable more present and future GNSS
applications in the field of atmospheric monitoring.
This chapter begins by giving a historical background of

how geodetic study started to implement a strategy for cor-
recting radio signal propagation through the neutral atmos-
phere. Following on from this‚ an overview of the process
used to retrieve tropospheric parameters from geodetic soft-
ware is given. The next section covers the details about the
conversion of these GNSS parameters into wet delays and
water vapor content. The use of GNSS meteorology for
monitoring severe weather is then illustrated‚ highlighting
the interest in very short-range forecasts, called nowcast-
ing. Finally, future applications and synergy with other
techniques is mentioned using derivative products.
To kick off the description of GNSS for severe weather

monitoring, it seems appropriate to introduce why tropo-
sphere delaymodels are used in GNSS processing and to give
a brief summary of how this technique appeared as a refer-
ence for the measurement of water vapor content. This state
of the art of GNSSmeteorology represents in as clear detail as
possible the past achievements in GNSS research.

30.1 Retrieval of GNSS Tropospheric
Parameters from Geodetic Software

Geodetic positioning solution by using GNSS requires a
precise quantification of the phase delay propagation of sig-
nals transmitted by satellites through the atmosphere and

received by ground-based receivers (see Parts A, B, D,
and Chapters 27–29; [1, 2]). In its early stages, GPS tech-
nique concentrated essentially on correcting the effect of
the ionosphere on radio wave path delays (e.g. the model
of Klobuchar [3]; see Chapters 31, 32), but the tropospheric
correction was quickly developed by geophysicists and geo-
desists [1, 4, 5]. In parallel, important progress for modeling
these corrections was realized by the very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI) research community, notably in cal-
culating precise baselines and including, in theory, the
tropospheric correction [6]. Even though calibration using
atmospheric models were envisaged to improve the repeat-
ability (or dispersion) of baseline calculations, the progress
anticipated due to theoretical tropospheric corrections did
not materialize at the end of the 1970s. Without the tropo-
spheric correction of radio wave propagations, the interfer-
ometry technique was already allowing us centimetric
precision (horizontal components only) for long interconti-
nental baselines [7–9].
In the early 1980s, the VLBI and GPS techniques started

to successfully implement tropospheric parameters by
employing mapping functions (e.g. [10, 11]), significantly
improving the determination of baselines. In 1985, Davis
et al. [12] validated the interest in atmospheric correction
for VLBI long baseline estimates, using models or synoptic
meteorological observations. By implementing atmos-
pheric delay correction in calculations, the precision of
VLBI vertical positioning became centimetric [13, 14].
Rather than using an atmospheric model to retrieve delays
and improve positioning solutions, Ware and Hurst [15]
decided to introduce a correction based on independent
measurements of water vapor in calculations. In fact, as
suggested by Bossler et al. [16] and Bender and Larden
[17], Ware and Hurst applied simultaneous collocated
IWV measurements from a water vapor radiometer
(WVR). By combining the calculations of Bock et al. [18],
based on the resolutions of phase ambiguities of signals
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(see Part B), withWVRmeasurements and ground pressure
observations, Ware and Hurst showed that this correction
can allow us a more precise estimation of baselines with
improvement of the repeatability by a factor of 5. This result
is confirmed by the works of Tralli et al. [19] on WVR
calibration.
At the end of the 1980s, the analysis of phases of GPS sig-

nals became a way of estimating the trajectories of satellites
with high precision ([20]; see Chapters 2,11, 62). However‚
the phase propagation is also one of the sources of error in
positioning, among others, such as the quality of data
records and its noise, clock parameters, phase ambiguities
and carrier-phase cycle slip, multipath effect, parameteriza-
tion of receivers, pattern of antenna, tide effect and oceanic
and atmospheric loading, disruption of signals induced by
the ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere; see Part B and
Chapters 2, 10, 11, 31, 32, 47, and 62. Moreover, the use of
phase observables, that is, linear combinations or double
differences [21–25], enables the majority of errors in phase
delay estimates to be avoided, especially the ones caused by
clocks and the effect of the ionosphere. Such an analytical
strategy permits us to consider that the only remaining cor-
rection (in regard to rectilinear propagation of a signal
through empty space) is due to the neutral atmosphere.
Considering a simplified model of the troposphere (formed
by successive laterally homogeneous horizontal layers), this
correction was characterized by Tralli and Lichten [26] as a
zenith neutrosphere phase delay (ZND). This time delay of
the signal propagation can be expressed as an equivalent
path delay (the distance is simply obtained by multiplying
by the speed of signal propagation, similar to light propaga-
tion). This path delay can be defined as the excess distance
through which the signal propagates through empty space,
in comparison to its propagation through the neutral
atmosphere over the same time of propagation. Commonly,
this path delay is called the zenith total delay (ZTD rather
than ZND) of the neutral atmosphere or tropospheric delay,
in a shortened and approximated version. This corrective
distance is on the order of 2.5 m in the zenith direction
for a site located at sea level. Considering its level of geo-
desic precision, Tralli and Lichten [26] planned that
stand-alone GPS data processing can aspire to ZTD time
series with uncertainties under 1%. Note that a universal
format of GNSS data, compatible with any geodetic soft-
ware, has been defined. It is called RINEX data (Receiver
Independent Exchange Format; see Chapters 27 and 30,
and [27]).
At the dawn of GNSS meteorology, Bevis et al. [28]

announced GPS as a reliable instrument with which to
measure the precipitable water of the troposphere
(expressed in mm and equivalent to IWV in kg/m2 with
the assumption of a density of water equal to 1 g/cm3).

As a supplement to the achievements of the VLBI and
GPS techniques, this work is based on preliminary results
on the propagation of radio waves [12, 29, 30] and the con-
version of its delay in IWV (by associating measurements of
ground pressure and temperature). Therefore, GNSS techni-
ques appeared to be a promising technique for atmospheric
monitoring [31, 32]. A comparison with other techniques,
like microwave WVR, radio sounding (RS), and VLBI, was
then required to estimate the capacity of this technique in
meteorology [28, 33–36], confirming valuable IWV estimates
with an accuracy of 1–2 kg/m2 (the same level of precision of
conventional meteorological measurements).
Before giving further details about atmospheric monitor-

ing, it is important to properly understand how tropo-
spheric parameters are generated based on the disruption
of GNSS signals. Geodetic software uses algorithms to
adjust parameters. To retrieve meteorological observations,
the strategy is to compare observations with theoretical
values estimated from models. The residual differences
between data records and theoretical models areminimized
using least-squares adjustment, obtaining approximate
tropospheric parameter solutions of this over-determined
system.

30.1.1 Adjustment of ZTD

As an example, GPS satellites transmit two signals at fre-
quencies L1 (f1 = 1.57542 GHz) and L2 (f2 = 1.22760
GHz). More details about GNSS signals are presented in
Chapters 1–10. If noise and multipath effects are neglected,
the simplified mathematical model of phase measurements

(ϕi
A,L1 and ϕi

A,L2 ), respectively‚ for L1 and L2, made by

receiver A on satellite i (expressed in cycles) can be written
as follows:

ϕi
A,L1 =

f 1
c

Di
A + Ti

A − IiA,L1 + c Δti −ΔtA + Ni
A,L1

30 1

ϕi
A,L2 =

f 2
c

Di
A + Ti

A − IiA,L2 + c Δti −ΔtA + Ni
A,L2

30 2

This model depends on the geometric distance between

receiver A and satellite i (Di
A), the tropospheric error (Ti

A),

the dispersive ionospheric error (IiA,L1 or I
i
A,L2), the receiver

clock synchronization error (ΔtA), the satellite clock syn-
chronization error (Δti), the phase ambiguity (integer num-

ber Ni
A,L1 or N

i
A,L2), the considered carrier frequency f (f1 or

f2), and the speed of electromagnetic waves (c).

The tropospheric error (Ti
A) is the path delay of the neu-

tral atmosphere (called the tropospheric path delay). It is
essentially induced by the thickness and the density of
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the neutral atmosphere. This major contribution (generally

about 90% of Ti
A at sea level), which depends on the altitude

of the station and the fields of pressure and temperature, is
called the hydrostatic delay [37]. For GNSS frequencies,

another contribution to Ti
A exists. In fact, the molecule of

water vapor has a dipolar moment that induces a delay
effect on microwave propagation. This second contribution

is called the wet delay [37]. The variability of Ti
A is princi-

pally controlled by the water vapor density through the

atmospheric path travel (from 2% to 20% of Ti
A at sea level).

A third contribution to tropospheric error can exist: this is
the contribution of hydrometeors to the total delay of the
neutral atmosphere [38–41]. This small contribution to
the tropospheric path delay has a high variability (up to

3% of Ti
A).

The tropospheric error (Ti
A) can be converted to zenith

tropospheric errors above a GNSS station A. Taking into
account the variable composition and thickness of the neu-
tral atmosphere for the direction of a satellite i (at azimuth
αi and elevation ϵi) visible from station A at time t, an

approximation of the vertical tropospheric error (Tvertical
A )

can be estimated using a mapping function MF:

Ti
A t Tvertical

A MF t, αi, ϵi 30 3

Over the last thirty years, geodesists and radiometeorol-
ogists have developed a range of models of atmospheric
profiles andmapping functions allowing estimation of slant
tropospheric delays for different elevations (ϵ). If the atmos-
phere was rigorously a plane without local tropospheric
anisotropy around station A (troposphere formed by layers
with a constant density), the simple mapping function
(without azimuth dependency) is 1

sin ϵ . Nevertheless‚ in
practice, for low elevations this simple function is generally
not realistic [28, 42]. The challenge for implementing an
improved mapping function was to correctly describe trop-
ospheric delays under low elevation where these can reach
several meters. Marini [11] has shown that the mapping
function can be expressed by a formula based on fractions
of the sine for a fixed elevation (ϵ):

MF ϵ =
1

sin ϵ + a
sin ϵ + b

sin ϵ + c
sin ϵ + …

30 4

where the coefficients a, b, c,… are constant values or linear
functions. In general, mapping functions are based on a
truncation of Eq. 30.4. More complicated mapping func-
tions have thus been introduced to convert slant delays into
zenith delays more precisely taking into account the more

important thickness of the troposphere at a low elevation
and considering the error caused by straight line approxi-
mation [5, 10, 12, 43–60].
In the literature, the term Tvertical

A (Eq. (30.3)) is more often
referred to as ZTD. Neglecting the contribution of the
hydrometeors to delay in GNSS processing, ZTD can be
expressed by the summation of two terms (ZTD = ZHD
+ ZWD), where ZHD is the zenith hydrostatic delay, and
ZWD is the zenith wet delay.
In term of meteorological applications, geodetic software

can be useful for adjusting several ZTD per hour
(sub-hourly process; see Haan et al., 2006). To extract the

tropospheric error (Ti
A from the phase measurements

(ϕi
A,L1 , ϕi

A,L2 ) four steps can be considered.

30.1.1.1 Step 1: The Ionosphere-Free Combination

The delay of the neutral atmosphere is a quantification of
the decrease in the speed of propagation of the GNSS signal
carrier phase; by contrast, the ionospheric delay quantifies
how the speed of the propagation of the signal carrier phase
increases through the ionosphere (this justifies the sign of
the tropospheric and ionospheric corrections, as presented
in Eqs. (30.1) and (30.2)). Unlike the ionosphere, the trop-
osphere is non-dispersive for GNSS microwaves. Thus, the
ionosphere-free (IF) combination allows us to remove the
first order of ionospheric errors. Considering the simplified
mathematical model of phase measurements presented in
Eqs. 30.1 and 30.2, the IF combination is given by

ϕi
A,IF = ηϕi

A,L1
+ γϕi

A,L2 30 5

with

η =
f 21

f 21 − f 22
2 546 30 6

and

γ = −
f 21 f

2
2

f 21 − f 22
−1 984 30 7

If we neglect noise and multipath, the IF phase measure-

ments ϕi
A,IF made by receiver A on satellite i can be

expressed by

ϕi
A,IF =

f 1
c

Di
A + Ti

A + f 1 Δti −ΔtA + Ni
A,IF

30 8

where f1 is the frequency of L1, and Ni
A,IF, the phase ambi-

guity of the IF combination (real number), can be
expressed as

Ni
A,IF = ηNi

A,L1 + γNi
A,L2 30 9
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Ni
A,L1 and Ni

A,L2
are the respective ambiguities of L1 and

L2 according to station A and satellite i, as given by
Eqs. (30.1) and (30.2). More details about the principle of
eliminating the ionospheric effect on the GNSS signal are
presented by Spilker [61], King et al. [21], and Brunner
and Gu [62]; see also Part B and Chapters 2, 10, 17, 28,
and 31.

30.1.1.2 Step 2: Double Difference or Precise Point
Positioning Technique

Two kinds of geodetic software can process the raw data
(RINEX) recorded by ground-based GNSS receivers:

• Software using the double difference (DD) technique (see
Chapter 19) and working on relative positioning based on
the double differences of phase records (e.g. GAMIT
developed by the MIT1 or BERNESE developed by the
AIUB2). For DD software, the use of an additional soft-
ware (GLOBK/GLORG for GAMIT and ADDNED for
BERNESE) is required in order to convert the relative
position to an absolute position.

• Software using Precise Point Positioning technique (PPP;
see Chapter 20 and Zumberge et al. [63]) to retrieve abso-
lute positioning from direct processing of phase records
in the RINEX data (e.g. GIPSY-OASIS software devel-
oped by JPL,3 BERNESE software by the AIUB), EPOS
8 software developed by GFZ,4 G-Nut/Tefnu software
developed by GOP,5 and NAPEOS software developed
by ESA6).

For the example of GAMIT software [64], the DD tech-
nique allows us to remove clock errors from Eq. (30.8).
In fact, considering two GNSS stations (A and B) and two

satellites (i and j), we can form DDs (ϕij
A,IF) of the IF com-

bination observations of Eq. 30.8:

ϕij
AB,IF =

f 1
c

Dij
AB + Tij

AB + Nij
AB,IF 30 10

with the notations

∗ijAB,IF = ∗iA,IF − ∗iB,IF − ∗ j
A,IF − ∗ j

B,IF 30 11

∗ijAB = ∗iA − ∗iB − ∗ j
A − ∗ j

B 30 12

PPP software, like GIPSY-OASIS, works using a different
approach (relating to satellite clocks and orbit solutions
with autonomous processing for each station). The absolute

positioning from PPP software is faster even though addi-
tional parameters for characterizing the clocks are resolved.
The DD technique eliminates receiver and satellite clock
errors. The relative positioning, for example, from GAMIT
or BERNESE software, is more precise; however‚ the time
of processing can be considerably impacted by the number
of stations considered (quadratic progression).

30.1.1.3 Step 3: Positions and Resolution of
Ambiguity to Extract Tropospheric Error

GNSS phase measurements, as described in Chapters 1–10,
record the time evolution of the phases of signals, corre-
sponding to a fractional part of the exact number of cycles
existing along the path delay between satellite and receiver.
This integer number of cycles is unknown, imparting an
ambiguous character to the GNSS phase data records.
The determination of ambiguities is necessary in order to
retrieve the tropospheric parameter. A two-step approach
can be considered. A first least-squares minimization is
used to retrieve the ambiguities of signals emitted from
satellites. These ambiguities take real values. If noise level
and measurement errors are low, the ambiguities of the
phases retrieved are close to integer values. Then, in a sec-
ond least-squares minimization, ambiguities can be fixed to
these integer values, allowing a proper adjustment of the
other parameters (e.g. positions and tropospheric para-
meters). A reduction of the number of adjusted parameters
ensures better quality of retrieval. With successful solutions
of ambiguities, this second and final adjustment provides
precise retrievals. In these two steps, a weight is applied
to each parameter, and the adjustments follow more or less
a random walk strategy until the stabilization of the solu-
tion [65]. Retrieval of GNSS parameters is an iterative
process.
In practice, to be able to reconstruct information about

the troposphere (Tij
AB ), it is necessary to simultaneously

solve phase ambiguities (Nij
AB) and positions characterized

by the geometric term (Dij
AB ). This last term can be com-

puted if the positions of stations A and B are assumed to
be well known. This assumption is critical. For more details
about geodetic positioning solutions, the reader can see
Parts B and D and Chapters 27–28.

30.1.1.4 Step 4: ZTD Adjustment Using Geodetic
Software and Mapping Function

Phase measurements (e.g. ϕi
A, ϕ j

A, ϕi
B, ϕ j

B) between each
pair of stations and each pair of visible satellites are pro-
jected in the zenith direction using a mapping function
(see Figure 30.1). Considering the combined tropospheric

errors (e.g. Tij
AB ) established from the DDs of the

mapped IF combinations (e.g. ϕij
AB,IF or individual errors

1 MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
2 AIUB: Astronomisches Institut der Universität Bern.
3 JPL: Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
4 GFZ: German Research Centre for Geosciences.
5 GOP: Geodetic Observatory Pecny.
6 ESA: European Space Agency.
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(e.g. Ti
A, T j

A, Ti
B, T j

B ) resolved in PPP, and using single

mapped IF combinations (e.g. ϕi
A,IF , ϕ j

A,IF , ϕi
B,IF , ϕ j

B,IF ),

geodetic software allows us to make, for the selected sta-
tions, the adjustment to precise ZTD measurements.
For each baseline resolved in DD processing, the tropo-

spheric error (Tij
AB) is adjusted, which represents an adjust-

ment of the difference in ZTD between stations A and B:

Tij
AB = Ti

A −Ti
B − T j

A −T j
B

ZTDA −ZTDB mf sym ϵi −mf sym ϵ j

30 13

where

Ti
A = ZTDA mf sym ϵi = Lisym,A

Ti
B = ZTDB mf sym ϵi = Li

sym,B

T j
A = ZTDA mf sym ϵ j = L j

sym,A

T j
B = ZTDB mf sym ϵ j = L j

sym,B

30 14

The assessment of mean zenith total delays, for example‚
ZTDA and ZTDB at stations A and B, are processed consider-
ing the isotropic mapping functionmfsym (e.g. [58–60]), with
spherical symmetry which depends on the elevations
(e.g. elevations ϵi and ϵj of satellites i and j), and least-squares
adjustments of tropospheric isotropic error delays for

the direction of each visible satellite (e.g. Lisym,A, Lisym,B,

L j
sym,A, L j

sym,B).

The final solutions of ZTD are constant values within a
defined period (time window) and according to constraints
applied in the adjustment process. For both, a setting in the

calculations is required. To resolve these inversion solu-
tions of ZTD, carrier-phase measurements of all visible

satellites (e.g. ϕi
A, ϕ j

A, ϕi
B, ϕ j

B) are used in the calculations
(space average) during a selected time window (time aver-
age). Resolutions of ambiguities and well-known positions
of stations allow estimations of DD tropospheric error

terms (e.g. via Ti
A, T j

A, Ti
B, T j

B) which are linked to the
ZTD of each station. Considering k epochs of 30 s (intrinsic
property of RINEX data recorder by receiver; note that
there are receivers with other epoch rates such as 1 s) in
the defined time window processed using geodetic software
adjustments of ZTD (e.g. 15min), and considering the num-
ber nj of visible satellites at each epoch j, ZTD can be estab-
lished by

ZTD−
1
k

k

j = 1

1
n j

n j

i = 1

Lsym ϵi
mf sym ϵi

< μ 30 15

In concrete terms, ZTD resolved using geodetic software
is the result of a minimization process using μ criteria (e.g.
μ= 10−4) during the inversion, leading to the adjustment of
each Lsym(ϵi). ZTD is considered to be constant during the
time window defined for the adjustment, and represents a
precise average zenith tropospheric correction for each
GNSS site of the selected network.
Note that, in general, even though ZTD is the tropo-

spheric parameter retrieved by geodetic software, the
adjustment is often based on another parameter. In fact,
using a priori estimates of hydrostatic delays (ZHDapriori

function of station altitude and ground pressure; see
[37]), the adjustment focuses on wet delays (ZTDretrieved =
ZWDadjusted + ZHDapriori).

satellite in direction i

station B station A

tr
o

p
o

s
p

h
e
re

 mapping
function

Z
e
n
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h
 T

o
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l 
D

e
la

y

observable
of

phase

satellite in direction j

φi
B

φi
A

φ j
B

φ j
A

ZTD

Figure 30.1 Illustration of the zenith total delay (ZTD) of the neutral atmosphere estimated using geodetic software (a time and space
average considering every observable of phase). Note that ϕi

A corresponds to the following phase measurements (ϕi
A,L1

, ϕi
A,L2

).
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In combination with a mapping function of the tropo-
sphere, ZTD represents the isotropic contribution to the
slant delays in the GNSS satellite direction.

30.1.2 Adjustment of Horizontal Delay Gradient

The number of visible satellites and the accuracy of slant
delay measurements are critical for identifying the exact
location of small-scale tropospheric structures. For this rea-
son, a second tropospheric parameter has been introduced
to the least-squares adjustment of geodetic software: the
horizontal delay gradient [66–70]. Note that initially, hori-
zontal gradients were introduced into the calculations in
order to improve positioning solutions, showing a 15%
increase in the repeatability [70] and a 25% improvement
between wet delays from GNSS and WVR. Gradients are
characterized by two components: GEW and GNS (respec-
tively east-west and north-south). These represent a correc-
tion of phase residual projections depending on the
elevations (ϵi) and azimuths (αi) of visible satellites (aniso-
tropic contribution). An inclined plane model of the tropo-
sphere (Figure 30.2) schematized by linear thickness and
density variations is considered to define horizontal gradi-
ents during the adjustments of tropospheric parameters
([66, 71], section 1.3.4). The correction provided by gradi-
ents possesses its own mapping function mfaz 69]. The
expression of azimuthal anisotropic contribution (Laz) to
the reconstruction of slant delays depends on the satellite
direction (elevation and azimuth).
The horizontal delay gradients are expressed by an equiv-

alent additional distance. The convention of GAMIT geo-
detic software (Herring et al., 2010) is to adjust gradient

components to an elevation of 10 (centimetric values).
Using gradient mapping functions (mfaz), measurements
of gradients can be converted into the zenith direction
(millimetric values). In general, gradient components do
not exceed 15 cm at 10 . This corresponds to a value of
about 5 mm in the zenith direction. A positive value (of
5 cm at 10 , for example) of GEW intuitively means that
the slant delay at 10 of elevation in the east direction is
5 cm larger than the slant delay at 10 of elevation in the
west direction (a slant delay at 10 of elevation is approxi-
mately 14 m at sea level). A cutoff angle of 10 is commonly
used in calculations, and horizontal gradients characterize
a conic zone of 50 km around the GNSS site (the hypothesis
is that the water vapor density over 10 km is negligible).
Considering a GEW of 5 cm (at 10 elevation), the ZTD of
a site located 25 km eastward at the same altitude is about
9 mm larger, representing an IWV that is about 1.5 kg/m2

larger. A GEW component (of 5 cm at 10 elevation) corre-
sponds to a “zenith” gradient (at 90 elevation) of about
1.6 mm, which can be useful in improve imaging of the
2D field of ZTD from a network of stations.
ZTD and gradients can be resolved every 15 min. As for

the estimation of ZTD, horizontal gradients also represent a
time and space average adjustment according to the differ-
ent visible satellites and phase measurements recorded by
ground-based receivers over a defined period.

30.1.3 One-Way Post-Fit Residuals

The residual observation of phase delays retrieved by geo-
detic software, called one-way post-fit residuals (Lres), is
available every 30 s for the direction of every visible
satellite.

inclined plane

troposphere

corrected

mapping
function

delay

gradient

Figure 30.2 Illustration showing the implementation of horizontal delay gradients using geodetic software (anisotropic correction of
phase observable residuals projected in the zenith direction).
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The residuals contain any signal not modeled and
absorbed by the adjustment of the first two tropospheric
parameters (i.e. ZTD and gradients). In some cases, resi-
duals can represent an additional contribution to the trop-
ospheric delay or the multipath effect (see Chapters 22 and
34). For meteorological purposes, Champollion et al. [72]
highlighted that the residuals can be interpreted as a
small-scale local heterogeneousness of the water vapor
field. Pany et al. [73] showed a 50% decrease of residuals
when the water vapor content of the atmosphere is very
low (i.e. in the dry summer season) in comparison to wet
periods in autumn. Considering the hypothesis that the
residuals are responsible for the third order of the tropo-
spheric contribution, this can thus be added to the slant
delay retrieved for the direction of a satellite, as illustrated
in Figure 30.3. At the moment‚ it is not possible to general-
ize this assumption. Each situation should be considered
individually. It is nevertheless possible to select GNSS sites
that are very weakly influenced bymultipath or that handle
multipath using stacking methods. According to the work
of Elósegui et al. [74], Iwabuchi et al. [75] present the
use of MultiPath Stacking (MPS) functions as a way to cor-
rect residuals, improving GNSS observations at a low eleva-
tion [76]. The MPS functions accumulate, correlate‚ and
identify residuals inferred with by multipath for each GNSS
site and antenna. This avoids part of the non-tropospheric
phenomena included in residuals and improves measure-
ments of slant delays in satellite directions.

30.1.3.1 Other Sources of Unmodeled Error

The errors caused by the instabilities of the satellite clocks
and the receivers are adjusted (or estimated using DD). The
ionospheric delay is corrected using a linear combination.
But there are other types of errors and influences that must
be taken into account to reach millimetric positions (the
fundamental base of GNSS meteorology). These sources
of errors are singular, and each of them requires a specific
strategy in GNSS processing:

• Generally, the electronic performance of receivers allows
us to obtain data records with a satisfactory signal-to-noise
ratio. The white noise (electronic origin) can be neglected.
However, another source of error can be created by the
multipath effect, which causes erroneous observations
during data processing. In fact, some GNSS signals reach
the antenna using a different path than the direct line of
sight. These multipath records do not follow the principle
of least time (Fermat’s principle), and can be considered as
the path travel reflected by vegetation or by the surround-
ing obstacles, close to the antenna [74]. When the eleva-
tion angle (between the horizon and a satellite) is over
15 , the least time of Fermat’s principle (which signifies
a spontaneous path with minimal energy) is very close
to the straight line path (theoretically the minimal path
travel). The combination of multipath with spontaneous
path travels induced an erroneous mean delay recorded
by a receiver. Multipath is a phenomenon linked to the
geometry between the satellite, a reflector‚ and the
antenna (see Chapters 22 and 34). This geometry varies
with the progress of the satellite in its orbit. Over a suffi-
cient observational period (about 12 h), satellite revolution
can be described by an important range of positions
related to an antenna. In that case, there is a good chance
in considering, on average, a cancellation of the multipath
effect. Note that during an interval of 6 h, a satellite can
have traversed a whole hemisphere over a GNSS station.
To average the errors introduced by multipath and esti-
mate them, the observations should be processed for at
least 6 to 12 h. However‚ in the case of monitoring of
the atmosphere, the focus is on sub-hourly periods. For
this reason, a strategy for the identification of multipath
is applied in order to reject them from calculations using
MPS functions, as shown by Shoji et al. [76]. On the other
hand, models of antenna correction are required in order
to improve GNSS tropospheric observations. Indeed, the
reconstruction of slant delays can bemore precise by using
a PCV (phase center variation) model, defining the phase
center variations according to the type of antenna used.
The antenna corrections are determined from empirical
models. Shoji et al. [76] show a post-treatment of
tropospheric parameters. This improves slant delay

residuals (10°, 90°)

Laz

Lsym

10°

ε = 10°

αʹ = –90°

troposhere

(10°,90°)

ZTD

Figure 30.3 Illustration of the contribution of ZTD, delay
gradients‚ and one-way post-fit residuals to slant delays for the
direction of a satellite (10 elevation and 90 azimuth). Note that
azimuth (α) is the angle relative to the north in the clockwise
direction (α = 180 + α’).
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observations, according to the type of antenna considered
using PCV models and MPS functions.

• The type of antennamust be specified in the calculations.
Each antenna is characterized by the position of its phase
center (the electromagnetic center of the antenna), which
differs in accordance with the position of the antenna.
Note that the position of the phase center changes over
time. This variation depends on the frequency of the
received signal (e.g. L1 or L2), on the satellite directions
(azimuth and elevation). This is an intrinsic property of
antenna (for more details‚ see Chapter 26; [77–79]).

• The errors in GNSS satellites orbits have a direct impact
on the positioning solutions of the stations. Themost pre-
cise orbits are required to retrieve the best positions. The
best choice is the final orbits provided by the Interna-
tional GNSS Service (IGS) and implemented considering
data from the permanent GNSS network (http://www.
igs.org). IGS collects, distributes‚ and analyzes data from
their permanent network. Products from IGS contain
orbits of high quality, information on satellite clocks,
parameters of orientation of Earth, and positions and
speeds of permanent stations. IGS distributes a final solu-
tion of GNSS satellite orbits with high quality about two
weeks after observations. With an average error of a few
centimeters for orbits whose distance is greater than
20 000 km, the impact on the estimation of a baseline
of about 1000 km is less than 1 cm. To minimize the error
on absolute precise network positioning, Tregoning et al.
[35] suggested considering estimations of very long base-
lines in calculations (more than 2000 km long). In such
network processing, outputs about the quality of orbits
can be obtained. The repeatability of baseline estimates
on the basis of their length can also be studied. If the
repeatability remains constant for all the lengths of lines,
the chosen orbits are rather precise for the considered
network. The use of less precise orbits (i.e. broadcasting
signals for navigation) will require them to be adjusted in
the least-squares process. More details are presented in
Chapters 11, 40, and 62.

• The solid Earth tides are a source of error on positioning
which needs to be corrected. Models of correction based
on the analyses of tides (a theoretical model adjusted by
gravimetric observations; c.f. VLBI and SLR) are used to
retrieve a positioning solution. The applied model of the
International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (http://www.iers.org) considers the positions of
the Sun and the Moon (see Chapters 27, 39, and 52). Note
that other ground deformations, like oceanic and atmos-
pheric loading, can also be considered to establish posi-
tioning solutions. Indeed‚ the masses of the ocean
(current and ocean’s tide) and of the atmosphere can
deform continents.

30.1.4 Retrievals of Slant Total Delay of the
Neutral Atmosphere

In the literature, the tropospheric error Ti
A (Eqs. 30.1 and

30.2) is called the slant total delay of the neutral atmos-
phere (STD). As presented in Section 30.1.1, GNSS phase
measurements are ambiguous. For this reason, STD cannot
be directly measured. Using geodetic software, a recon-
struction of STD can be established considering the follow-
ing three tropospheric parameters: (1) the ZTD (symmetric
contribution), (2) the horizontal delay gradients (asymmet-
ric contribution), and (3) the residuals (final adjustment for
the direction of a defined satellite).

30.1.4.1 Contribution with Spherical Symmetry (Lsym)

STD for the direction of a satellite i, as described by the trop-

ospheric error Ti
A, is not directly available. The use of the

tropospheric models and mapping functions is required
to estimate STD. More details about these models (hydro-
static and wet contributions) and the formulation of atmos-
pheric refractivity is presented in Section 30.2.
Considering ZTD measurements (see Section 30.1.1), the

isotropic delay (Lsym) can be mapped using the hydrostatic

and wet mapping functions, mf hsym and mf wsym, respectively

(e.g. see [58–60]) for the direction of satellite i with eleva-
tion ϵi:

Lsym ϵi = ZHDapriori mf hsym ϵi

+ ZWDadjusted mf wsym ϵi 30 16

This isotropic contribution to STD is independent of the
azimuth αi of the selected satellite, and can define a cone of
path delay around a GNSS site (spherical symmetry). Dur-
ing the selected event shown Figure 30.4a, this contribution

at 10 (L10sym = Lsym 10 ; see Eq. 30.16) is about 14 m for the

Château-Renard (CHRN) station (located at an altitude of

103 m a.s.l.). L10sym takes values for a range of 0.24 m in less

than 6 h.

30.1.4.2 Contribution with Azimuthal Asymmetry (Laz)

A simple model of an inclined plane troposphere allows us
to resolve horizontal delay gradients into two components,
GEW andGNS. The first order of the anisotropic contribution
to delays (Laz) induced by water vapor (and eventually
hydrometeors) up to about 50 km around a GNSS site for
the direction of the satellite i can be formulated depending
on the elevation ϵi and azimuth αi of this satellite:

Laz ϵi, αi = mf az ϵi GNSm cos αi

+ GEW sin αi 30 17
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This expression for the anisotropic contribution to STD
combines a mapping function (mfaz) which depends on
the elevation ϵi and a constant C [69], with gradient compo-
nents connected to the azimuth αi (azimuthal asymmetry).

mf az ϵi =
1

sin ϵi tan ϵi + C
30 18

The gradient components (GEW, GNS) are total. This
means there is no dissociation between wet and hydrostatic
gradients [69, 80]. In geodetic software‚ it is commonly con-
sidered that C = 0.0032 [57].
Figure 30.4b shows gradient components up tomore than

0.10 m at 10 elevation.

30.1.4.3 Final Reconstruction of STD with
Contribution of Residuals (Lres)

The two tropospheric parameters adjusted using geodetic
software are ZTD and horizontal gradients. These para-
meters allow us to reconstruct the STD for the direction
of a satellite iwith an elevation ϵi and an azimuth αi, which

is equivalent to the tropospheric error Ti
A of a station A. If a

GNSS site is not subjected to multipath, the monitoring of
small-scale tropospheric structures can be achieved with
the following optimal reconstruction of STD, that is, the
sum of Lsym (obtained from ZTD), Laz (obtained from hor-
izontal gradient components), and Lres (residuals from the
adjustment of ZTD and gradients):
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Figure 30.4 Tropospheric parameters measured at the Château-Renard (CHRN) station during the flash-flood event of 8–9 September

2002. (a) The isotropic delay (ZTD estimated every 15 min) is mapped at 10 L10sym . (b) The horizontal gradients G are retrieved at

10 elevation (every 30min). (c) The residuals are provided every 30 s for the direction of the satellite PRN09 at the elevation ϵ andmapped
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STD ϵi, αi = Lsym ϵi + Laz ϵi, αi + Lres ϵi, αi
30 19

The post-fit phase residuals of the inversion calculation
(Lres) performed using geodetic software can be considered
as the third tropospheric parameter available. Values of Lres
rarely exceed a few centimeters. Figure 30.4c show resi-

duals up to about 0.03 m at 10 elevation L10res = Lres

mf sym 10o mf sym ϵi . In practice, for some cases‚ these
post-fit residuals cannot be only due to tropospheric effects.
These can contain all the remaining unmodeled effects.
Using an analysis of the PCV for the antenna of a station,
non-tropospheric residuals can be avoided. From a meteor-
ological point of view, the final STD reconstruction (with or
without residuals) can be very useful in detecting convec-
tive cells or small-scale structures.
Figure 30.5 presents the slant delaysmeasured every 30 s at

the CHRN station. The time resolutions of ZTD and
gradients are respectively 15 and 30 min. To obtain such a
skyplot (STD retrieved using GAMIT software; Herring
et al., 2010), ZTD and gradients components are interpolated
following the 30 s time resolution of residuals (as recom-
mended by Bob King from the Department of Earth,

Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences of MIT). Thanks to the
knowledge of the satellite trajectory on the same skyplot as
the STDs (Figure 30.5), information about the direction of
the tropospheric arc observed is provided. The trajectory of
satellite PRN09 shows a scan of the sky from the west (at
14 h UTC) to the southeast (at 20 h UTC). The anisotropy
of delay induced by water vapor is located on the northwest-
ern side of the CHRN station.

30.1.5 Setting and Strategy to Retrieve
Tropospheric Parameters

The strategy for obtaining tropospheric parameters
depends on the type of application. In the case of severe
weather monitoring, observations with high temporal res-
olution and variability are required. Because the reliability
of residuals is quite unpredictable due to the multipath
effect or other errors, high variability of ZTD and horizontal
gradients, with low constraint, is recommended [81].
Because observations of the lower layers of the atmosphere
are needed to understand weather events, GNSS processing
for meteorology tries to consider low cutoff angles. For this
reason, the choice of the mapping function can be critical.
For mid-latitudes, the use of empirical mapping functions
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(e.g. NMF or GMF) is sufficient for providing observations
with a cutoff angle of 10 [59]. But for data processing for
other latitudes or lower cutoff angles (down to 3 ), mapping
functions considering information about the troposphere
are needed (e.g. VMF1 based on numerical weather model
outputs; [60]).
Sessions of calculations are required to retrieve tropo-

spheric parameters. To avoid the side effect in the time series
of retrievals, a slidingwindow strategy needs to be applied. If
you divide the duration of the session by 3, only the middle
hours (corresponding to a third of the duration) are consid-
ered. This duration is a keyparameter. Figure 30.6 illustrates
two types of configurations used to retrieve daily ZTD and
gradients with a time resolution of 30 min. When the
embedded convection moved eastward (at noon on 9 Sep-
tember 2002; DOY 252), we can see the difference between

the two types: (1) difference in the amplitude of ZTD and the
time of the passage of the mesoscale convective system
(MCS) over the CHRN station, (2) difference in themonitor-
ing of the passage of the MCS using gradients. The recom-
mendation for severe weather monitoring is the following:
6 sessions of 12 (for a time resolution 15 min) or 12 sessions
of 6h (for a time resolution of 5min); seeBrenot et al. [82] for
the use of GNSS retrievals for nowcasting applications.
Sensitivity to the geometry of network and settings (con-

straints, positioning solutions) in calculations have been
tested by Brenot et al. [81]. Note that the mean latitude
of the networks studied was about 45 N. The precision of
ZTD can be estimated at 5–10 mm. For the gradient com-
ponents, due to the distribution of satellites in the sky at
45 , the EW component has better precision than the NS
one (respectively 5–15 mm and 10–20 mm at 10 elevation,
which corresponds to 0.15–0.5 mm and 0.3–0.7 mm in the
zenith direction). In other areas of the world (e.g. the South-
ern Hemisphere or close to the pole), the impact of the
geometry of the GNSS satellite constellation on ZTD and
gradients is certainly different, notably for the NS and
EW components of the gradients.
A time resolution of 15 min is generally sufficient for

monitoring events on a meteorological time scale. In the
following section‚ an example of monitoring of severe
weather situations will be presented using post-processed
GNSS observations with GAMIT software.
Note that in the case of climatological studies, the strat-

egy applied to measure tropospheric parameters (mainly
ZTD) is different. The aim of such studies is to consider very
stable time series. For this reason, three sessions of 24 h
(still using a sliding window strategy to avoid issues at
the beginning and the end of the session) with a time res-
olution of 30 min or 1 h is an adequate strategy.

30.2 Water Vapor Monitoring Using
GNSS Technique

Measurements of water vapor content of the neutral atmos-
phere is a key parameter for the understanding and forecasts
of the meteorological process (i.e. initiation of large-scale
convection, mesoscale deep convection‚ and monitoring of
the humidity field of the lower layer). A panel of studies
describing the state of the art of operational techniques for
water vapor retrievals is presented by Kämpfer [83]. This
includes ground-based instruments (WVR, sun photometer,
LiDAR, Fourier Transform InfraRed – FTIR – spectrome-
ter), in situ methods (RS and airborne instruments), and
remote sensing (IR, visible and microwave sensors). Each
technique has its own limitations. Remote sensing allows
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Figure 30.6 Time series of (a) ZTD, (b) gradients at CHRN station
during the flash-flood event of 8–9 September 2002 over
southeastern France. Two configurations of the sliding windows
strategy are presented (six sessions of 12 h considering only
the middle 4 h, and three sessions of 24 h considering only the
middle 8 h).
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us global coverage‚ but no retrievals can be obtained during
cloudy and rainyweather (for visible and IR sensors) or over
land (for microwave sensors). During severe weather
conditions, it is recognized that the coverage by terrestrial
measurements (RS, sun photometer, LiDAR, FTIR spec-
trometer, Max-DOAS) is generally insufficient for correctly
characterizing the three-dimensional water vapor field at
themesoscale. However‚ theGNSS technique has the ability
to provide observations with a high temporal frequency
(sub-hourly), operating in all weather conditions with an
intrinsic stable method [84]. It is also relatively low cost in
comparison to other instruments (especially by using
already existing GNSS stations or by installing new GNSS
stations which are less expensive than other instruments),
as previouslymentioned,making this technique very attrac-
tive, especially in terms of meteorological applications and
networkmonitoring. This section presents themethodology
for extracting water vapor content from delay measure-
ments, slantwetdelay‚and slant IWVcontent for directional
positioning of satellites.

30.2.1 Extractions of ZWD and IWV from
GNSS ZTD

To understand how wet delay and water vapor content can
be extracted, more details about the analytical expression
for ZTD in L-Band radio signal propagation is required.

30.2.1.1 Analytical Expression for ZTD

ZTD = 10− 6
∞

z0

N dz = ZHD + ZWD + ZHmD

30 20

where the z parameter is the vertical altitude, z0 the altitude
of the GNSS site, N the atmospheric refractivity, and ZHD,
ZWD, and ZHmD are respectively the hydrostatic, wet‚ and
hydrometeor contributions to the zenith path delay. The
atmospheric refractivity can be expressed as

N = Nhydrostatic + Nwet + Nhydrometeors 30 21

The zenith path delay of the GNSS signal and the associ-
ated atmospheric refractivity are defined by three compo-
nents, respectively – ZHD, ZWD, and ZHmD – and
(Nhydrostatic, Nwet, Nhydrometeors).
ZHD represents the contribution of the total density of all

gas in the neutral atmosphere to ZTD (including water
vapor density) with the following expression:

ZHD = 10− 6
∞

z0

k1Rd ρ dz = 10− 6
∞

z0

k1
P
Tv

dz

30 22

where ρ is the density of air; P the pressure; Rd= (287.0586
± 0.0055) J/(kmol. K), the specific molar gas constant for
dry air; Tv the virtual temperature; and k1 an atmospheric
refractivity coefficient. ZHD, which makes up the major
part of ZTD, is about 2.3 m at sea level.
On the other hand, the major variation of ZTD is essen-

tially driven by the water vapor content over a site (e.g.
ZWD ranges from 0.05 m to 0.50 m at sea level). This spe-
cific additional contribution of water vapor to ZTD can be
expressed as

ZWD = 10− 6
∞

z0

k2Rw − k1Rd +
k3
T
Rw ρwv

dz = 10− 6

L
k2

e
T

+ k3
e

T2 dz 30 23

where ρwv is the density of water vapor; Rw= (461.525 ±
0.013) J/(kmol. K), the specific molar gas constant for
water vapor; and e the partial pressure of water vapor.
Because of its polar nature, water vapor has a density
and a density-temperature term, which are respectively
described by the refractivity coefficients k2 and k3. Note that

k2 = k2 − k1
Rd

Rw
.

Different estimations of k1, k2, and k3 can be found in the
following literature on this subject (e.g. [85–89]). Bevis et al.
[90] revised data used by Hasegawa and Stokesberry [89],
eliminated outliers‚ and provided mean values for k1 =
(0.7760 ± 0.0005) Pa/K, k2 = (0.704 ± 0.022) Pa/K, k3 =
(373900 ± 1200) Pa/K2, and k2 = 0 2213 ± 0 0220 Pa/K.
More recently, Rüeger (2002) recomputed the k1 coefficient
for air with a carbon dioxide content of 375 ppm (0.0375%),
providing k1 = 0.77689 Pa/K with a Nhydrostatic accuracy of
0.02%. He also provided k2 = 0.712952 Pa/K, k3 = 375463
Pa/K2, and k2 = 0 2297 Pa/K. The accuracy of the water
vapor component Nwet is 0.2%. Saastamoinen (1973, Part
2) [48] proposed an expression for k1 as a function of pres-
sure and temperature. Brenot et al. [41] adapted this expres-
sion for the frequency of GNSS signals:

k1 = χ 1 + β
P− e
T

30 24

with χ = 0.7755 K/Pa and β = 1.3 10−7 K/Pa.
Note that for the expression of ZHD and ZWD, the com-

pression factors can be assumed to be negligible [41].
ZHmD stands for the sporadic contribution of hydrome-

teors, that is, liquid (e.g. cloud and water rain) and solid
water (e.g. pristine ice, snow, hailstones‚ and graupel), to
ZTD. Generally neglected in the literature, it can be
expressed as
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ZHmD = 10− 6
∞

z0

Nlw + Nice dz = klwMlw + kiceMice

30 25

where Nlw and Nice are respectively the atmospheric refrac-
tivity of liquid and solid water, and Mlw and Mice are the
mass content of the liquid and solid water particles per unit
of air volume. Assuming that the densities of liquid and
solid water are respectively equal to 1 g/cm3 and 0.916
g/cm3, the values of the coefficients klw(≈1.45) and
kice(≈0.69) depend on the respective permittivities. Brenot
et al. [41] present details about the temperature depend-
ency of klw and an expression for kice. This study shows that
the hydrometeor delay can be significant during rainfall
events, notably with ZHmD values estimated up to 0.07
m during the flash-flood event which occurred on 8–9
September 2002 over southeastern France.
After this presentation of the analytical expression for

ZTD, the assumptions considered by the GNSS technique
for extracting ZWD and IWV can be properly described.
Because the distribution of hydrometeors in the field of
view of GNSS satellites is strongly limited in space and time,
the mean contribution of hydrometeors (in satellite direc-
tions) to the mean ZTD measured above a site is neglected
in the GNSS extraction of wet delay and water vapor con-
tent (respectively ZWDGNSS and IWVGNSS).

30.2.1.2 GNSS Estimate of ZWD

In 1972, Saastamoinen [37] specified how to estimate the
hydrostatic delay of the neutral atmosphere depending
on the surface pressure Ps. Indeed, if the atmosphere is
assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium, the hydrostatic
delay (in meters) can be represented by the following
expression [12, 91]:

ZHDestimate = 10− 6 k1RdPs

gm
30 26

where gm is the mean gravity of the atmospheric column
above the site. Saastamoinen’s expression for gm(1972)
depends on the latitude λ and the altitude H a.s.l. (in
meters):

gm = 9 784 × 1− 0 0026 cos 2λ − 0 000000279 H

30 27

This formulation of Saastamoinen is commonly used in
GNSS processing, easily allowing a priori estimation of
the hydrostatic delay, simply with knowledge of the alti-
tude of the GNSS site and assuming a standard estimation
of the pressure with the hypsometric equation.
Vedel et al. [92] provide an alternative expression for the

hydrostatic delay. This expression also considers an

atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium and is based on
the assumption that the temperature is constant in the col-
umn above the site (Tm):

ZHDestimate = 10− 6 k1RdPs

g r
1 + 2

RdTm

r g r
+ 2

RdTm

r g r

2

30 28

where r and g(r) are the respective distances to the center of
Earth (r = r0 + h0; in meters) and the acceleration due to
gravity at the location of the GNSS site. h0 is the altitude
of the GNSS station above the geoid. The expression for g
(r) is as follows:

g r ≈ g0
r0
r

2
30 29

g0 can be derived using the procedures outlined in Vedel
et al. [92]:

g0 ≈ ge 1 + a1 sin 2λ + a2 sin 22λ 30 30

with ge= 9.780356 m/s2, a1 = 5.2885 10−3, and a2 =
− 5.9 10−6.
r0, the distance to the center of Earth from the projection

of the GNSS site to the geoid surface, can be expressed as

r0 ≈
re

r
rp

2
sin 2λ + cos 2λ

30 31

where re (≈6378100 m) is the average equatorial radius, and
rp (≈re− 21500 m) the average pole radius.
The last parameter required in order to estimate the

hydrostatic delay with the formulation of Vedel et al. [92]
is the mean temperature of the column above the GNSS site
(Tm). The analytical expression for Tm is as follows [30]:

Tm =
∞
z0

e
T dz

∞
z0

e
T2 dz

30 32

From a linear regression based on 8718 RSs (launched in
the United States for latitudes between 27 N and 65 N),
Bevis et al. [28] presented the following estimation of Tm

as a function of the surface temperature Ts (in K):

Tm = 70 2 + 0 72 Ts 30 33

For a station with a latitude λ = 45 N, an altitude z0 =
100m, a surface pressure Ps= 101325 Pa, and a surface tem-
perature Ts = 290 K, ZHDestimate from Vedel et al. [92] is
about 2.315 m and 0.006 m higher than the value from [37].
Considering GNSS retrievals of the ZTD (ZTDGNSS) and

the surface pressure (Ps) at the station, it is possible to esti-
mate the zenith wet delay (ZWDGNSS):

ZWDGNSS = ZTDGNSS −ZHDestimate 30 34
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30.2.1.3 GNSS Estimate of IWV

Hogg et al. [29] introduce a proportionality factor κ to con-
nect IWV with ZWD:

IWV =
∞

z0

ρwv dz≈ κ ZWD 30 35

where ρwv is the water vapor density.
In 1987, Askne et Nordius [30] specified an expression

for κ:

κ=
108

Rw
k3
Tm

+ k2
30 36

The estimation of Tm from Bevis et al. [28], Eq. 30.33, can
be introduced in the formulation of κ, Eq. 30.36, yielding
the following GNSS estimate:

IWVGNSS = κ ZWDGNSS 30 37

For a value of κ of about 167 kg/m3, the conversion of
6 mm of ZWD corresponds to an IWV of about 1 kg/m2.
If there is no measurement of surface pressure and temper-
ature at the GNSS site, the outputs from meteorological
models can be considered to obtain these parameters, that
is, Ps and Tm (see [93]). Commonly, meteorological applica-
tions consider precipitable water (expressed in millimeters)
rather than the equivalent IWV (expressed in kg/m2). The
precipitable water is defined as the liquid equivalent of the
total water vapor contained in an air column above a
site [84].

30.2.1.4 Sensitivity and Validation of GNSS Wet
Delays and Water Vapor Content

GNSS atmospheric measurements have been validated by
comparisons with independent measurements and numer-
ical weather prediction models [92–102]. The accuracies of
ZWDGNSS and IWVGNSS extractions are generally very
good, with respective values of less than 0.01 m and
1.5 kg/m2. Using more than 15 years of GNSS ZTD retrie-
vals for 28 worldwide sites, Van Malderen et al. [93]
compare IWVGNSS with coincident satellite IWV observa-
tions, together with sun photometer and/or radiosonde
measurements. The mean biases of the different techniques
compared to the GNSS estimates only vary between −0.3 to
0.5 kg/m2 of IWV.
This accuracy is degraded during severe weather. Brenot

et al. [41] use outputs from a non-hydrostatic high-
resolution model (Méso-NH; see [103]) to test the sensitiv-
ity of GNSS estimates (ZWDGNSS and IWVGNSS) during an
extreme flood event. Results show that the conversion of
Eq. 30.37 is pretty good (accuracy better than 0.3 kg/m2).
In the heart of the convective cells, the use of the hydro-
static formulation (to infer ZHDestimate) can lead to an

overestimation of up to 0.018 m (a mean overestimation
of less than 0.6 kg/m2), and the simulated hydrometeor
delays reach more than 0.07 m, showing a consequent over-
estimation of ZWDGNSS (Eq. 30.34). The expression for the
coefficient k1, a function of pressure and temperature
(Eq. 30.24), has also been tested, resulting in a mean over-
estimation of IWVGNSS of about 0.4 kg/m

2 (from 0.15 kg/m2

to 1 kg/m2). It is important to mention that this study con-
siders only simulations of ZTD. No simulations of slant
delays for the directions of GNSS satellites have been con-
sidered to estimate the mean delay of hydrometeors contri-
buting to ZTD and the mean overestimation of ZHDestimate.
The real degradation of Eq. 30.34 is certainly diminished
using slant records from the GNSS constellation.

30.2.2 GNSS Retrievals of SWD and SIWV

The final reconstruction of STD for a satellite i with eleva-
tion ϵi and azimuth αi (Section 30.1.4) lays down the meth-
odological base for retrieving the GNSS slant wet delay
(SWDGNSS): (1) isotropic contribution from wet delay,
(2) anisotropic contribution from wet gradients, and even-
tually (3) contribution from wet residuals,

SWDGNSS ϵi, αi = Lw
sym ϵi

+ Lwaz ϵi, αi + Lw
res ϵi, αi 30 38

The isotropic contribution from wet delay uses ZWDGNSS

from Eq. 30.34 and the wet mapping function mf wsym men-

tioned in Section 30.1.4.1:

Lwsym ϵi = ZWDGNSS mf wsym ϵi 30 39

The anisotropic contribution from wet gradients (Lwaz )

is based on the total gradient (Laz), described in
Section 30.1.4.2, and the subtraction of the hydrostatic gra-

dient (Lhaz):

Lwaz ϵi, αi = Laz ϵi, αi −Lh
az ϵi, αi 30 40

The expression for the hydrostatic gradient Lh
az ϵi, αi is

the following:

Lh
az ϵi, αi = mf haz ϵi Gh

NS cos αi + Gh
EW sin αi

30 41

Assuming an effective height of the gradients (scale
height H) in the hydrostatic delay of about 13 km, the map-

ping function of the hydrostatic gradient (mf haz ) can take

the following expression for the elevation ϵi of satellite i:

mf haz ϵi =
1

sin ϵi tan ϵi + C
30 42
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The value of C can be fixed to 0.0031 [69]. To obtain the

components Gh
NS and Gh

EW, a characterization of the surface
pressure field around the GNSS station is required.
A hydrostatic gradient can be established by fitting a plane
through the pressure measurements at each measurement
epoch [72, 81]. From the pressure field near a GNSS site, the
spatial variations of the hydrostatic delay per unit of dis-

tance (kilometers) in the north-south (Zh
NS) and east-west

(Zh
EW) directions can be calculated (e.g. by using the hydro-

static formulation from Eq. 30.26 or Eq. 30.28). Note that if
surface pressure measurements are not available, outputs
from numerical weather prediction (NWP) can also be con-
sidered. Assuming an exponential law in the hydrostatic
refractivity and considering the scale height of the gradients
in the hydrostatic delays set to H = 13 km (as suggested by
Chen and Herring [69]), the spatial variations of the hydro-
static delay can be converted to hydrostatic gradients [80,
104, 105]:

Gh
NS

Gh
EW

= H
Zh
NS

Zh
EW

30 43

Time series of total, wet‚ and hydrostatic gradients have
been worked out by Champollion et al. [72] and Brenot
et al. [81].
The one-way post-fit residuals, as described Section 30.1.3,

can be considered as a higher order of the tropospheric wet
delay if a site is very weakly affected by multipath. In that
case‚ we can assume the total residuals to be a wet contribu-
tion (Lw

res = Lres).
Finally, the GNSS slant IWV content retrieval

(SIWVGNSS) can be simply obtained from (SWDGNSS) using
the κ factor (in the same way as the conversion of ZWDGNSS

into IWVGNSS, as presented in Section 30.2.1.3):

SIWVGNSS = κ SWDGNSS 30 44

30.3 Cases Studies of GNSS
Meteorology

The most catastrophic meteorological situations, like
cyclones, typhoons, hurricanes, or at a lower scale, huge
storms, heavy rainfall‚ and flash-flood events, can unfortu-
nately not be avoided. Loss of life, sadly, is frequent for such
severe weather events, with heavy economic damage lead-
ing sometimes to social disasters. The only chance of saving
lives and eventually property is to issue an official state of
alert. This is the responsibility of emergency cells often
managed by national meteorological institutions. Because
the water vapor content of the troposphere is one of the
key parameters during severe weather, naturally one comes

to the conclusion that observations of the humidity field as
part of the weather forecasting system are critical.
GNSS meteorology comprises three branches: GNSS

radio occultation (RO), GNSS reflectrometry (GNSS-R),
and GNSS ground-based measurements.
The GNSS RO technique is presented in Chapter 33. This

technique has already shown promising prospects for mon-
itoring tropical and extra-tropical cyclones [106], notably
with the use of the global data set from FORMOSAT-3
(Formosa Satellite) and COSMIC-1 (Constellation Obser-
ving System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate)
experiments.
Another important aspect of the monitoring of severe

weather is the focus on hydrometeorology and land surface
soil moisture. In fact‚ a study of the transfer of water and
energy between the land surface and the lower atmosphere
is essential in helping the emergency cells to judge the risk
of flooding (after a cyclone, a typhoon, a large-scale storm‚
or a MCS). The GNSS-R technique for hydrology sensing is
a promising tool (see Chapter 34). Some notable emerging
meteorological applications include the monitoring of sea
states at high risk, ocean eddy, and storm surges (see
Chapter 34; [107]). The GNSS-R technique can use LEO sat-
ellite, airborne, or ground-based data. Note that the
CYGNSS mission (Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem) will use micro-satellites to measure wind speeds over
Earth’s oceans using reflected GPS signals, increasing
scientists’ ability to understand and predict hurricanes.
To elaborate on the interest in ground-based GNSS obser-

vations for the humidity field, this section focuses on two
types of events (large-scale and mesoscale convection), pro-
voking floods during autumn over southeastern France
(also called “cévenol episode”) and during the summer sea-
son in Belgium. These examples of the monitoring of severe
weather situations use post-processed GNSS retrievals
using GAMIT software (15 min time resolution for a cutoff
angle of 10 ). A description of other different kinds of
events, like theWest Africanmonsoon and deep convection
in the Amazon, is given by Bock et al. [99, 108], and Adams
et al. [109].

30.3.1 Monitoring of Humidity Field
from a Dense Network

In mid-August 2010‚ torrential rains over Belgium
occurred. The origin of this heavy rain was a depression
called “Yvette” by German meteorologists. A cold temper-
ature anomaly in altitude created this low-pressure situa-
tion. At first, a high-altitude barometric hollow with a
strong north-south component formed. Then the cold air
moved toward the Southern regions, producing a low-
pressure area topped with a dome of cold air. Yvette was
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surrounded by high pressure almost everywhere (notably
including the famous Russian anticyclone that was a source
of great concern for Muscovites, who were struck at the
same time by an unprecedented heat wave). Considering
the slightly static comportment of the neighboring anticy-
clones, this depression became mature (with an occluded
front) and literally emptied itself over Belgium. The loca-
tion of Yvette brought quite surprising consequences in
Europe: at the end of the afternoon of 15 August, the tem-
perature was warmer in Finland (65 N) than in the North-
west of Spain (43 N), targeted by a North wind that
followed the depression. This weather situation can be con-
sidered as a large-scale convective system, with a weather
front passing slowly over Belgium. In 72 h, several Belgian
rain gauge stations within a distance of a few hundred kilo-
meters measured about 100 mm (or l/m2) of accumulated
rainfall, representing 150% of the mean monthly ratio. This
rather rare phenomenon usually occurs in Belgium only
every 20 years during the month of August.
Belgium is covered by a dense network of about 70 GNSS

stations (baselines from 5 to 30 km; see Figure 30.7). This
network is under the responsibility of the Flemish andWal-
loon government, the National Geographic Institute, and
the Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB). ZTD and gradi-
ents, running at the Royal Belgian Institute for Space
Aeronomy (BIRA) using GAMIT software, have been
retrieved with a time resolution of 15 min. Using ZTD com-
bined with synoptic measurements of surface pressure and
temperature, provided by the Royal Meteorological Insti-
tute of Belgium (RMI), images of the 2D field of IWV have

been generated for the whole period of this rainfall event.
Figure 30.7 shows the improvement in the monitoring of
the humidity field following the strategy presented by
Brenot et al. [82].
The motivation is to improve the horizontal distribution

of the sites used to process interpolated IWV imaging.
Considering the axis indicated by a gradient G, two addi-
tional IWV pseudo-observations have been considered
(one wetter in the direction of the vector and the other
one drier in the opposite direction). Tests with the Belgian
network have shown that 10 km on either side of the GNSS
site is the most relevant distance for detecting small-scale
structures of the troposphere (of a few kilometers). For each
station, wet gradients (differential values in the zenith
direction) have been converted into water vapor content
gradients. To obtain pseudo-IWV, this kind of gradient
can be propagated horizontally by multiplying its ampli-
tude by the distance in kilometers [110]. Figure 30.8 pre-
sents a precise characterization of the water vapor field
during this event.
From the 16th to the 17th of August 2010, precipitation

occurred over the whole Belgian country, as shown by radar
imaging Figure 30.8 (courtesy of Laurent Delobbe, RMI).
Occasionally, it may happen that after a storm, a few iso-
lated rain gauge stations record impressive accumulations.
In the present case study, the entire country was affected.
As well as this sudden heavy rainfall event, moderate rain
took place continuously over more than 24 h in some areas.
This situation is very unusual in summer for Belgium. IWV
imaging of Figure 30.8 shows a contrast of dry and wet
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Figure 30.7 IWV imaging during the torrential rainfall of 15–17 August 2010 over Belgium: (a) classical interpolation, (b) integrating
horizontal gradients.
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areas, basically in the northwest-southeast axis‚ which pre-
cisely describes the convergence line between the warm
and cold fronts (seen at 01:00 UTC on 17 August 2010).
The wet region corresponds exactly to the location of radar
precipitation. The warm and dry area on the west side of
Belgium is clearly identified. This weather front over Bel-
gium is rigorously monitored by GNSS IWV imaging.

30.3.2 MCS and Retrievals of Local Anisotropy

Improving our knowledge of mesoscale phenomena [82,
111–113] is critical in warning the population in case of a
high risk of flooding. The present case study contributes
to the Cévennes-Vivarais Mediterranean Hydrometeorolo-
gical Observatory (OHM-CV), which aims to understand
and improve the forecast of frequent flash-flood events over
the Cévennes-Vivarais region close to the Mediterranean
coast in southeastern France [114]. The 8–9 September
2002 flash-flood event was characterized by an extreme pre-
cipitating convective situation, exhibiting both high hydro-
meteor content and non-hydrostatic effects due to
convective upward and downward motions. A heavy preci-
pitating system affected the Gard region. Twenty-four peo-
ple were killed during this event, with the economic
damage estimated at 1.2 billion euros [115].
Due to an upper cold low pressure centered over Ireland,

extending to the Iberian Peninsula, a flow of air entered
from the south during the night of 8–9 September. Associ-
ated with this upper level flow, a surface front undulated
over western France. Convection formed ahead of the sur-
face cold front, in the warm sector, where a moist low-level
southeasterly flow prevailed. Triggered over the Mediterra-
nean Sea during the early morning on 8 September 2002,
the convective cells progressed northward to form inland
after 08:00 UTC, a quasi-stationary MCS over the Gard
region (see radar reflectivity/precipitation at 18:00 UTC,

Figure 30.9). The quasi-stationary MCS remained over
the same region until the following morning and then
evolved eastward with the surface front. High surface rain-
fall was recorded over the Gard department, with a maxi-
mum recorded daily precipitation that reached about
700 mm in less than 24 h. A detailed description of this
meteorological and hydrological event is presented by Del-
rieu et al. [114] and Chancibault et al. [116]. Three phases
have been identified:

• In phase I (between 06:00 and 20:00 UTC on 8 September),
the precipitation induced by the MCS was mainly over the
plain region of the Gard department (Figure 30.9, at
18:00 UTC).

• Phase II (between 20:00 UTC on 8 September and 06:00
UTC on 9 September) was characterized by a shift of the
MCS toward the upper regions at the limit of the moun-
tain ridge (northeast of the CHRN station; Figure 30.9 at
23:00 UTC), where it merged with the surface front that
had progressed eastward during the same period.

• In phase III (between 06:00 and 18:00 UTC on 9 Septem-
ber), the front with the embedded convection moved
eastward and again swept over the Gard plain region.

Figure 30.10 shows a coupling of the ZTD-gradient time
series from the 7th to the 10th of September 2002. With
such a combined tool, the mean isotropic delay over the
CHRN station (ZTD) and the mean anisotropic distribution
of delay (gradients) can be presented using the same scale
(with a mapping at 10 ). Note that the delay variation is
mainly driven by the water vapor, as presented in
Section 30.2.1. The three phases identified are indicated
in Figure 30.10.
Before phase I, gradients are almost nonexistent, with an

isotropic delay L10
sym being slightly stable. The mean delay at

the CHRN station then increases significantly during
phase I. At the beginning of this phase, gradients indicate

Phase I Phase II

G

0.1 m

G

0.1 m
Phase III

G

0.1 m

Figure 30.9 Reflectivity (in dBZ) of Bollène weather radar of Météo-France for the three phases of the flash-flood event of the Gard
region (on 8–9 September 2002). Horizontal gradients G for four GNSS stations (CHRN, MTPL, AIGO‚ and VERC) are superimposed with
circles in a dashed line showing their areas of representativity.
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a flow of humidity on the southwestern side and finally
point northwest of the CHRN station. This precisely
describes the motion of the MCS during this phase, being
initially over the Mediterranean Sea and finally on the
northwestern side of CHRN. At the end of phase I, the
mean isotropic delay reaches its maximum value when
the MCS is the closest to the CHRN station. The same con-
clusion is observed for MTPL and VERC stations [41, 72].
At 18:00 UTC on 8 September, gradients of stations CHRN
andMTPL clearly indicate the location of theMCS. Stations
AIGO and VERC are inside the MCS and do not show any
anisotropy with gradients.
During phase II, when the MCS moved northwest

of CHRN, a consequent decrease of L10
sym, is observed

(Figure 30.10). At 23:00 UTC on 8 September, gradients
from the CHRN and VERC stations are low, while MTPL
gradient points in direction of the MCS (Figure 30.9). Dur-
ing this phase, the AIGO station, located on Mont Aigoual
at an altitude of 1620m, observes its maximum value for the
mean isotropic delay (proximity to the MCS).
A mean increase of L10

sym is observed at the CHRN station

during phase III. The front passage and the embedded MCS
over the Gard region is perfectly characterized by a peak at
10:00 UTC on 9 September. The gradients describe this pas-
sage exactly with a change of orientation north-west to
south-east between 10:00 and 12:00 UTC. The MCS is
perfectly highlighted by the three GNSS stations (MTPL,
VERC‚ and CHRN), for which records of phase delays
though the MCS have been observed (Figure 30.9). Note
that the V-shape seen by radar reflectivity (at 10:00 UTC
on 9 September) is typical for such a system with deep con-
vection, especially in this French Gard area. Maximum

convection acts at the edge of the V (highest vertical exten-
sion) and is associated with maximum precipitation. After
phase III, the mean delay decreases to a slightly lower L10

sym

value than before phase I. Gradients again become almost
nonexistent.
This cévenol episode has been studied in detail by Cham-

pollion et al. [72] andBrenot et al. [41], showing results from
ZTD, gradients and residualsmonitoring‚ and the validation
of NWP experiments using GNSS measurements (the best
simulation being the closest to GNSS observations). How-
ever, monitoring with slant delays in satellite directions
has not been shown. Figure 30.11 presents STD skyplots
with the tool presented in Figure 30.5 (Section 30.1.4.3).
Using a selection of three STDs for each station during a
defined period (phase II for AIGO, Figure 30.11a, and phase
III for VERC,MTPL‚ andCHRN, Figure 30.11bcd), an effec-
tive scanning of the troposphere can proceed. Thanks to the
geometry of the satellites (andwith the assumption of a trop-
osphere up to 10 km), the detection of fine-scale tropo-
spheric structures (of 5–10 km) and heterogeneities
(of 1–5 km) can be expected from this STD tool.
No structure or heterogeneity was observed at the AIGO

station during phase I and III, but two structures and twohet-
erogeneities are clearly detected in phase II (Figure 30.11a):

• On the west side at 23:30 UTC on 8 September 2002 (an
elevation of about 40 for an azimuthal range of 15 ), resi-
duals detect a wet heterogeneity (maximum distance to
Mont Aigoual of 9 km with a width of 2.5 km).

• Between 01:00 and 02:00 UTC on 9 September 2002, ZTD
(i.e. Lsym) increases due to the proximity of the MCS (as
shown on Figure 30.9 at 23:00 UTC on 8 September
2002). Gradients (via Laz) indicate a wet structure
(MCS) on the east side of AIGO, and a finest-scale wet
heterogeneity in the same direction is detected by STDs
(via Lres; elevation of ~50 ; azimuth range ~15 ). The
evaluation of the maximum distance to Aigoual is
8 km with a horizontal extension of about 2 km.

The VERC station did not record any structure during
phases I and II. However‚ a structure and a heterogeneity
are detected during phase III:

• Looking at Figure 30.11b, the passage of the MCS is seen
at 11:00 UTC on 9 September 2002 (increase of Lsym in the
southwest and northeast for an elevation of ~45 and
~70 , respectively). The gradients also clearly identify this
structure between 09:00 and 10:00 UTC on the north-
western side of the VERC station. The size of the struc-
ture cannot be estimated. This MCS covered an area of
about 80 × 40 km2 at this time.

• On the southeastern of the VERC station, gradients indi-
cate a dry structure at about 11:00 UTC on 9 September
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Figure 30.10 Coupling imaging of ZTD mapped at 10 of
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also at 10 for CHRN station on 7–10 September 2002.
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2002. A dry heterogeneity is observed by residuals (eleva-
tion of ~50 ; azimuth range of ~25 ). The evaluation of
the maximum distance to VERC is 8.5 km, with a hori-
zontal extension of about 3.5 km.

During the three identified phases, MTPL stations
observed dry/wet structures and heterogeneities. A focus
on phase III is presented in Figure 30.11c with the detection
of a main structure with heterogeneities:

• The mean isotropic contribution from ZTD (Lsym) shows
an increase between 07:00 and 08:00 UTC over MTPL on
9 September 2002. This corresponds to the passage of the
MCS, as confirmed by the anisotropic contribution Laz
from gradients (dry/wet contrast between STDs in the
southwest and northeast directions).

• A panel of wet heterogeneities can be found north and
east of MTPL, between 06:00 and 08:00 UTC. The hori-
zontal extension of these heterogeneities does not exceed
2 km for a maximum distance of about 9 km.

Structures and heterogeneities are observed during
phase I (see Figure 30.5) and phase III by the CHRN station.
Figure 30.11d focuses on the last phase with structures and
heterogeneities detected:

• Between 08:00 and 11:00 UTC on 9 September 2002,
PRN04 observes a consequent increase of the isotropic
contribution (peak of Lsym, as seen on Figure 30.10) for
the passage of the MCS. Gradients (via Laz contribution)
indicate a structure on the west and north sides of CHRN
(from 06:00 to 09:00 UTC). The size of the structure can-
not be determined. Many heterogeneities are detected by
STDs without any clear identification.

• Between 13:00 and 14:00 UTC, PRN08 observes another
consequent increase of the isotropic contribution (second
peak of Lsym, Figure 30.10). The residuals detect a hetero-
geneity at 13:00 for the elevation of 50 but not for a lower
elevation. The mean anisotropic contribution of gradients
indicates that this structure is on the southeastern side of
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CHRN, between 11:00 and 12:00 UTC. Finally‚ the last
contribution of residuals to STDs (Lres) identifies a hetero-
geneity east of CHRN (elevation of ~80 ; azimuth range of
~15 ). The horizontal extension of these heterogeneities
does not exceed 0.5 km for a maximum distance of about
1 km from the CHRN station.

Note that before and after the three identified phases, gra-
dients and residuals are very low for the four stations (Laz≈
Lres ≈ 0), and no heterogeneity is detected by STDs. The sig-
nificant contribution of residuals to STDs (illustrated in
skyplots in Figure 30.11) consolidates the study of Cham-
pollion et al. [72], showing the relevance of such an STD
tool for forecasters.

30.3.3 Interest in GNSS Tomography
for Nowcasting

The basic concept of GNSS tomography (formeteorology) is
to use satellites as moving transmitters as well as a network
of ground-based receivers to measure slant integrated mea-
surements of the troposphere (i.e. STD, SWD‚ or SIWV; see
Eqs. 30.19, 30.38, and 30.44). The objective is to retrieve
respectively the three-dimensional field of the total atmos-
pheric refractivity (N), the wet refractivity (Nwet) of the neu-
tral atmosphere or the water vapor density (ρwv), as
introduced by Flores et al. [80], Seko et al. [117], and Hir-
ahara [118]. Comparisons of tomography retrievals with
other techniques (WVR, radiosonde, Raman LiDAR, and
atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer) and with
numerical weather models have shown relevant results
and an encouraging understanding of meteorological con-
ditions [71, 81, 91, 119–133]. A good scenario for GNSS
tomography is to adjust the three-dimensional fields of N,
Nwet, and ρwv with a horizontal resolution of a few kilo-
meters, a vertical resolution of 500 m in the lower tropo-
sphere (altitude between 0 and 5 km) and 1 km in the
upper troposphere (altitude from 5 to about 12 km, depend-
ing on the tropopause), and a time resolution of 5 to 15min.
A dense homogeneously distributed network of GNSS sta-
tions (e.g. 5–25 km spacing) is required. Using the Belgian
dense network introduced in Section 30.3.1, GNSS tomo-
graphic retrievals of ρwv (with a time resolution of 5 min)
have been computed to study the storm of 18 August
2011 over Belgium. An overview of the situation is pre-
sented in the next paragraph.
As expected by meteorological models, for example, from

ALARO model from RMI, a thermal depression reached
Belgium late in the afternoon (18 August 2011). It was
accompanied by warm and wet air masses, especially in
the lowest layers of the atmosphere, while the top layers
were rather cold, producing an unstable system. High
values of convective available potential energy (CAPE)

and jet stream at high altitude favored windshear, forming
an explosive cocktail. This kind of thunderstorm can cause
a strong downburst that can inflict damage comparable to
the passage of a small tornado. Most of Belgiumwas affected
by violent thunderstorms. These were accompanied locally
by intense rain, hail, and gusts of wind, which caused a flood
event in Brussels and blocked 300 km of road traffic. At this
time, forecasters could not precisely describe themeteorolog-
ical situation and anticipate its dramatic consequences.
Pouring rain, destructive gusts of wind up to more than
110 km/h, and hail caused damage in Belgium.
Continuing its progress northeast of Brussels, the thun-

derstorm reached Hasselt in the Limburg region. The com-
bined effect of violent winds and the weight of precipitation
on the covers caused a stage of the Pukkelpop festival to col-
lapse (end of the afternoon), hurting 40 people (6 seriously)
and causing five deaths.
Since the tragedy, the use of GNSS tomography for mon-

itoring this event has been investigated. The grid retrieved
is 20 × 20 × 0.5 km. Outputs from the ALARO model (4 km
resolution) have been used to define the a priori condition
of the tomography.
With a similar approach to the one presented in

Section 30.3.1, pseudo-IWV observations have been imple-
mented and mapped in satellite directions (using mf wsym
mentioned Section 30.1.4.1):

pseudo− SIWV ϵi = pseudo− IWV mf wsym ϵi
30 45

To validate this new approach in GNSS tomography,
IWVs have been back-calculated using tomographic ρwv
retrievals (IWVtomo) and then compared with IWVGNSS.
The mean bias between IWVs estimated from the a priori
condition used in tomography (IWVapriori) with IWVGNSS

has also been studied.
Table 30.1 shows the results of comparisons according to

two choices of a priori condition for the tomography (stand-
ard atmosphere of 1976 and ALARO outputs) with mean
IWV biases of −12.4 and 3.6 kg/m2, respectively. Using a
classical strategy, the best a priori condition (the one from
ALARO) gives the lowest bias with IWVGNSS (mean biases
from −9.7 to 3.2 kg/m2). The new strategy with pseudo-
IWV increases the number of voxels adjusted by 15%, and
decreases the mean IWV bias by 0.9 kg/m2.
Figures 30.13 and 30.14 show ρwv from ALARO NWP

(courtesy ofAlexDeckmyn,RMI) and tomographic retrievals
at 15:35 UTC (18 August 2011); the time shown here is a few
hoursbefore thedramatic event at thePukkelpop festival (lat-
itude 50.96 N, longitude 5.36 E). To improve the geometrical
representativity of the tomographic inversion, pseudo-SIWV
observations have been used (see Figure 30.12), showing
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good results. Significant differences between ALARO and
tomographic retrievals can be observed. For altitudes
between 0.25 and 3.25 km, GNSS shows higher ρwv values
than ALARO on the northeastern side of Belgium (location
of Hasselt and the Pukkelpop festival) and the lowest values
on the northwestern side. With a relevant description of the
3D field of water vapor (particularly for the lower layer of
the troposphere), GNSS tomography can improve our under-
standing of this event and help forecasters in their task. The
capability of theGNSS technique to detect three-dimensional
wet/dry structures of the troposphere is of real interest for
nowcasting.

30.4 Present and Future Applications
in Synergy with Other Techniques

This study presents the meteorological interest in using
GNSS zenith delays, horizontal gradients, residuals‚ and
slant delays of the neutral atmosphere for monitoring
severe weather events (e.g. a flash flood in southeastern
France in September 2002, and heavy rainfall events in Bel-
gium during August 2010 and 2011). The high time resolu-
tion of these measurements (e.g. 5 to 15 min for zenith

delays and gradients, and 30 s for slant delays and residuals)
retrieved with high variation (low constraints for ZTD and
gradients) is required for atmospheric monitoring. Using a
dense network of stations (ideally with a mean baseline of 5
to 25 km), severe weather situations can be closely moni-
tored by GNSS two-dimensional fields of total delay, wet
delay‚ and humidity. Relevant improvement of the horizon-
tal resolution of these fields can be obtained using pseudo-
observations estimated from gradients. GNSS tropospheric
retrievals have been initially validated using measurements
from other instruments, such as radiosonde or microwave
radiometer; however‚ at the present time, and thanks to its
stability, ZTDGNSS, ZWDGNSS or IWVGNSS can be used as a
reference for developing observations from other instru-
ments (e.g. validation of sensors on board polar orbiting
satellites, for retrieving total column of water vapor). The
studies presented in this chapter focus only on GPS data;
however‚ incorporating multi-GNSS will bring benefits
for troposphere monitoring and other GNSS applications
more generally. Bender et al. [134] illustrate the interest
of multi-GNSS (i.e GPS, GLONASS‚ and Galileo) for
improving tomography retrievals (increase of the spatio-
temporal resolution of the reconstructed humidity fields
and of its quality). Ding et al. [135] evaluate real-time trop-
osphere estimation, showing that incorporating observa-
tions from multi-GNSS inside a PPP analysis system can
increase the performance of real-time ZTD retrievals, espe-
cially for weather nowcasting. Guerova et al. [136] present
the state of the art and future prospects of ground-based
GNSS meteorology in Europe. This study contributes to
the COST Action ES1206 (called GNSS4SWEC), notably
bringing a focus on the three axes of this European com-
mon effort (i.e. on advanced GNSS processing for near-
real-time applications, the assimilation of GNSS tropo-
spheric products in NWP models, and GNSS for climate
monitoring). A presentation of the benchmark campaign
used by the GNSS4SWEC community can be found in
Douša et al. (2016).
A short summary of present applications for tropospheric

water vapor estimates from ground-based GNSS data is as
follows:

Table 30.1 Comparison of mean bias of IWV to validate a new strategy in GNSS tomography

A priori Tomography Voxels adjusted Mean bias (kg/m2) Mean bias (kg/m2)
condition used strategy (in %) IWVapriori − IWVGNSS IWVtomo − IWVGNSS

Standard atmosphere Classical 61.5 −12.4 −9.7

ALARO Classical 61.5 3.6 3.2

ALARO Pseudo-SIWV 76.5 3.6 2.3

N111 Np11

Np1r

Npqr

N111 Np11

Np1r

Npqr

Figure 30.12 Illustration of the improvement of the geometrical
distribution of slant observations used in GNSS tomography.
Additional pseudo-SIWV (blue lines), as defined by horizontal
gradients (in blue), are considered.
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Figure 30.13 ALARO outputs and tomographic retrievals (altitude of 0.25 km, 0.75 km, and 1.25 km).
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Figure 30.14 ALARO outputs and tomographic retrievals (altitude of 1.75 km, 2.25 km, and 2.75 km).
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• Study of meteorological events from post-processed
GNSS retrievals (ZTD, gradients, residuals, IWV, STD,
and SIWV) and tomography retrievals of wet refractivity
and water vapor density.

• Validation of NWP using GNSS observations.

• Real-time GNSS monitoring (ZTD, ZWD, and IWV).

• The assimilationofZTD/STD in operationalNWPsystems.

• Climatological applications by post-processing long time
series of data with the same coherent analysis strategy
(homogenization).

A lot of work is currently underway in the GNSS meteor-
ology community. Here is a brief sample of ongoing appli-
cations and future synergies that use ground-based GNSS
tropospheric estimates:

• Validation ofGNSS slant delays various different software
(continuation of the work of Braun et al. [137]; see [138])

• Validation of water vapor observations from other instru-
ments (e.g. sensors onboard satellite platforms).

• Improvement of GNSS tomography in regions with
strong topography, and use of a geometrical matrix
describing a more realistic propagation through the neu-
tral atmosphere (see ray tracing from [139, 140]).

• Combined tomographic retrievals between ground-based
GNSS with other techniques (e.g. with GNSS RO, nadir
and limb measurements from IR and UV sensors, and
other ground-based instruments, e.g. microwave radio-
meters, LiDAR, sun photometers‚ or spectrometers).

• The use of new GNSS products by forecasters (e.g. as an
indicator of deep convection, near-real-time tomography,
perturbations of signals‚ and implementations of indexes
of atmospheric activity).

• Atmospheric perturbations of GNSS signals and their
impact on real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning (see
Chapter 19).

• Disruptions of GNSS signals and implementations of
atmospheric media calibration for deep space network.

• Attenuation and delay of GNSS signals by volcanic ash
[141–144].

• Synergy of a synthetic aperture radar with GNSS tomog-
raphy [145].

• Flagging of hydrometeor delays in GNSS signals and syn-
ergy between weather radar and GNSS monitoring.

These examples of present and future contributions repre-
sent only a small sample of the progress of the research in this
field. Based on these remarkable results already established
byGNSS (fromprecise positioning tometeorological observa-
tions), it is reasonable tohope that therewill be furtherdiscov-
eries and advances in the field of atmospheric monitoring,
especially with synergy between the three branches (radio
occultation, reflectometry‚ and the ground-based GNSS
technique).
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